
FABRICS &
LEATHERS



Blazer

Made from premium 
New Zealand 
lambswool, providing 
the highest quality raw 
material that is ideal 
for spinning, weaving 
and dyeing.

CLASS D







Oceanic
Oceanic is a fabric 
born of the Seaqual 
Initiative designed to 
combat marine plastic 
pollution and 
achieve a waste free 
environment.

CLASS D





Regent

A beautifully modern 
approach to velvet, 
Regent effortlessly 
combines glamour
with practicality.

CLASS D





Main
Line
Flax
A new inherently flame 
retardant fabric from 
sustainable sources 
with strong, long and 
smooth fibres.

CLASS C







Vita

A leather-look vinyl 
with a subtle surface 
grain effect and full 
matt appearance.

CLASS C







Fox

A selection that
takes its elegance 
from calm and
simple colours and 
makes a difference 
with its texture.

CLASS C





Laser J

The intense
fabric experience
comes with its 
attentive design.

CLASS C





Silvertex

CLASS C

A serene and
dynamic touch,
thanks to
its broad
spectrum.







Aspect

A subtle mélange, 
textured fabric 
with a warm soft 
handle, balancing 
superior flammability 
performance and
a natural aesthetic.

CLASS B





Quest
Woven entirely from 
post-consumer 
recycled plastic,
this lightly textured, 
multi-application 
textile brings a touch 
of the ocean’s natural 
beauty to commercial 
interiors.

CLASS B





Milano

Combining the feeling 
of ease and peace
with its carefully 
selected colours.

CLASS B   





Roccia

The world’s
favorite thanks 
to its perfect 
harmony of
elegance and 
diversity.

CLASS B







Time

The timeless 
beauty of 
charmful colours 
and fresh 
feelings.

CLASS B





Valencia
An unique and 
attractive
aesthetic
with the
combination
of vibrant
colors.

CLASS B







Angola

A bold mixture of  
core and effect  
yarns to bring  
the perception of  
bouclé to a new high.

CLASS B





Loop
A modern touch
on traditional
design elements.
First sight
impression,
combined with a 
colourful yarn
blend when
looking more
closely.

CLASS B





Era

A subtle, two tone 
polyester fabric 
containing stretch in 
both directions for 
ease of upholstery.

CLASS A





Xtreme

A modern crepe weave 
fabric made from 
100% post-consumer 
recycled polyester.

CLASS A





Athena

A mix of polyester 
and cotton, suitable 
for upholstery with 
prestigious colours 
and soft touch.

CLASS A





Canyon

High abrasion resistant 
and flame retardant 
high-quality easy to 
clean artificial leather 
with a genuine leather 
look.

CLASS A





Mustang

A durable and easy-to-
clean material made of 
100% polyester with a 
high texture density 
and 3D effect.

CLASS A





New King

Easy to clean artificial 
leather made of 
a special PVC and 
polyurethane mix 
with the support of 
polyester base lining.

CLASS A





New
Sabine
Water repellent and 
high-colored material 
with linen effect.

CLASS A





Nino

High abrasion resistant 
material, suitable for 
contract with a wool-like 
look and touch.

CLASS A





Gana
Voluminous fabric
with a 3D look 
emerging from 
opposite colour 
schemes.
A balanced view
in every space.

CLASS A





Twister

Durable and
eye-pleasing
fabric that adds 
inspiration to
modern spaces.

CLASS A





Plain 
Melange
Water repellent, stain 
resistant and mildew 
resistant fabric, 
designed to furnish 
indoor and outdoor 
spaces.

CLASS A

Only for Sole Collection.





Bogota

Real leather that
has a pigmented and 
protective top coat 
with a soft handle and 
a silky matt finish.

CLASS  HD1












